A Shadow Of Light: A Shade Of Vampire, Book 4
The fourth book of the bestselling A Shade of Vampire series! "A Shadow of Light is by far the best book in the series yet. I would absolutely recommend this book a thousand times over!" (Pink Fluffy Hearts Reviews) "A Shadow of Light throws you right into the heart of the Shade of Vampire series." (TeenBlurb)
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**Customer Reviews**

Oh my god! Gah, drama! This is what’s happening to my head right now....Okay, that was a little incoherent I understand, bear with me I’m trying to put my head back together and having slightly better luck than Humpty Dumpty. A Shadow of Light by Bella Forrest is the continuation in the A Shade of Vampire Series and by far the most information packed book in the series yet. Bella is a doll and indulges my extreme love for this series with ARC’s. That being said, I don’t want to give too much away, but I need to throw out a few small spoilers, so if you’re super touché about them, skip this review. I promise nothing huge will be revealed, just tiny tidbits, honest. First I absolutely love how Bella gave us some insight into Ingrid aka Camilla Claremont. I was so excited to see that we got a few chapters from her point of view as well as Aiden’s and even Gregor, Derek’s Father. We finally get to see how Aiden and Camilla met and what their story is. We get to see how and why Camilla became Ingrid and how this affected the people around her. When all is said and done on the Camilla front, I’ve got to say I hate her. She’s a heartless bitch. I want to go all Buffy on her ass and stab her in the throat...*coughs* That got a little serious...Moving on haha. We all know how
sad it was to see Derek leave Sophia in the last book (I tried to reach into the story and strangle him, but it didn’t work).
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